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because I love my home.

parquet

NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL WITH WOOD.
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BRETAGNE Oak
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Real wood is one of nature‘s most beautiful  

gifts. Because we want to share this gift 

with you in future, we put together our new 

 moderna® parquet product range for you. 

Each of the different looks show you how  

moderna® parquet is made from the best 

wood. The different characteristics are typical 

and, at the same time, we have reinterpreted  

them in our way: natural and sustainable, 

solid and high quality, lively and warm, stylish 

and modern, sensual and elegant. moderna® 

parquet is a sophisticated product range that 

demonstrates love of detail – for people who 

value real quality, maintain their own personal 

style, like to make a mark and enjoy timeless 

aesthetics in combination with comfortable 

trends. For people who love their homes.

The most beautiful gift

A

B

C

D

PRODUCT FEATURES

A   Surface 
—  7 fold sealing with UV-hardened acrylic lacquer 
—  3 fold UV-oiled 
—  Oxi oiled (natural oil) 

B   Top Layer  
Real Wood (2,5 mm – 3,2 mm)

C   Middle Layer  
Softwood

D   Bottom layer  
Softwood

parquet composition

BAVARIA Oak
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Character

Connection

TIMELESS  

Combination of timeless elegance and everlasting beauty

VERSATILE 

Large selection of designs with various surfaces

DURABLE 

Top quality with the application of advanced technologies

HEALTHY 

Non-allergic qualities

ECOLOGICAL 

FSC certified wood from sustainable forestry

Installation of moderna® parquet is quick and easy. Two systems 

ensure a lasting interconnection.

The 5Gc system is based on a fold-down principle along the short 

side. After the boards have been correctly  positioned on the long 

side, simply press down to lock them in – so easy, a child could do 

it. The short sides and the long sides are interlocked directly and 

no tools are required. In a nutshell: Position, rotate, click. The 5Gc 

system (licensed from Välinge) is very stable and guarantees high 

tensile strength.

With the clic2tap system, you can install your parquet flooring 

 securely in a flash. clic2tap is among the most tried and true  

connection systems because it makes installation so easy and   

still meets all of the requirements for a durable, hard-wearing 

connection.

CHARACTERISTICS
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Home – to each of us, that means within our own four 

walls. But for all of us together, the environment is our 

home and we cannot live without it. So those who love 

their homes must also love the environment. For this 

 reason, at BHK we feel obligated as both people and as a 

company to do everything we can to preserve our resour

ces and protect our environment. Our moderna® parquet 

flooring is produced with great care and responsibility 

towards nature. In selecting materials we make sure that 

they are natural, demonstrate high quality and are manu

factured in an environmentally sustainable manner. Nearly 

all the woods we use are sourced from sustainable fore

stry. This is demonstrated by the FSC® certificate on many 

of our moderna® products. Our basic values are part of 

our system. For this reason, compliance with environmen

tal guidelines, product quality and work safety in our faci

lities are audited at regular intervals. Since the year 2000 

we have been certified in accordance with ISO 9001 and 

ISO 14001, and ISO 50001 since 2015. We burn wood and 

paper waste in our own power plant and use the  power 

generated for our heat and electrical power supply.

In harmony with nature

ECOLOGY
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ECOLOGY
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x 7000
revolutions

Umdrehungen

 VARNISHING 

The flooring is sealed with several layers of 

a UV hardened acrylic varnish. The varnish 

forms a protective coating and prevents the 

wood floor from damage such as scrat-

ching or cracking. 

 

—   Semi-matt varnish accentuates the 

natural character of the wood floor and 

the depth of the grain.

—   Matt varnish provides a soft, warm 

appearance.

PROFESSIONAL LACQUER

—   Our multi-layered professional lacquer 

increased scratch protection and 

 resis tance to mechanical damage.

—   Wooden floors with professional 

 lacquer are excellently protected 

against daily wear, spots and against 

stains.

—   This is the most resistant lacquer on 

the market  (7.000 revolutions, using 

the Taber method according to EN 

14354)

 OILS 

Oiled surfaces offer a particularly natural 

look. The oil penetrates into the wood and 

provides reliable protection from moisture, 

dirt and scratches. At the same time, the 

wood surface remains breathable and the 

wood structure is tangible. The floor retains 

its high quality, natural, biologically healthy 

characteristics.

 

UV OIL

—  Hardening under UV light

—  Satin matt surface finish

—  Formaldehyde and solvent free

—  Can be refurbished

 

OXY OIL

—  Oxidative hardened (air-dried) surface

—  Partially easy to repair

—  99 % vegetable origin

—  Formaldehyde and solvent free

 BEVELLED EDGES 

Chamfered wooden floor boards have finely 

bevelled edges. This allows the boards to 

appear longer and makes them lighter. The 

bevel accents the natural look of the floor.

It all depends on the surface 
The right treatment

SURFACES

CASTILLA Oak
PARQUET 
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 BRUSHING 

Brushing gives a parquet floor a desired 

patina – makes them appear aged – as 

though it had been already used for gene-

rations. Of course, it still has all of the ad-

vantages of a real wood floor. The brushing 

treatment emphasizes the natural charm 

and structure of the wood grain. The floor 

has a softer, warmer, cosier appearance.

 STEAMING 

The floor is treated with hot steam. This 

treatment gives it more resistance to 

fluctuations in temperature and humidity.  In 

addition, the steam changes the colour of 

the parquet, giving it a decorative touch.

 COLOURING 

Wooden floor boards can be coloured 

by coating the surfaces with varnishes, 

 coloured oils or high quality stains sealed 

with varnish. This creates a modern 

appearance that is no longer standard, 

but the natural structure of the wood grain 

remains.

Wood grades

 VINTAGE  

Very rustic, healthy and filled knots of dif-

ferent sizes, cracks, sapwood, silver grains, 

natural colour differences possible.

 DISTINCTIVE  

A full spectrum of natural features in 

structure and wood characteristics, various 

colours and grains, may include healthy, 

 filled knots of various sizes as well as 

natural differences in colour

 LIVELY  

A wealth of wood characteristics, wooden 

boards of different colours, various wood 

patterns, may include healthy, filled, 

medium-sized knots

WOOD GRADES



TRENTINO Oak
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moderna® optima
 ELEGANT 

 NATURAL 

 HIGH QUALITY 

Only the best for your home! arquet floors are long-lasting and hold 

their value. moderna® optima is the perfect choice for people with 

high expectations. The single plank character with its seemingly  

infinite length is ideal for use in larger and simply furnished rooms. 

In dimen sions of 2200 x 180 mm, the boards convey a perfect 

impression of spaciousness. No matter which appearance you 

choose: distinctive or lively with strong colour and structural 

interaction, oiled or  varnished – with moderna® optima, the natural 

character of the wood is always in the foreground. With style and 

quality.

MODERNA® PARQUET

PRODUCT DETAILS 

Thickness: 14 mm

Top layer: 2,5 mm real wood

Dimensions: 2200 x 180 mm

Content per package: 7 pcs. (= 2,772 m² / pack)

Guarantee:  25 years for domestic areas *

        5 years for commercial areas *

Underfloor Heating:  suitable **

Joining system:  5Gc connection

Surface optics:  single plank

* see BHK guarantee conditions
** warm water systems
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Country house style flooring

With moderna® optima country house style flooring, the completely natural beauty of the 

wood fills the room. Trendy woods and wood varnishes let your design ideas run wild.

MODERNA® PARQUET — OPTIMA

CASTILIA Oak – Art.-No. 15149221023
1-strip, distinctive, matt-lacquered, brushed, bevelled edges

BAVARIA Oak – Art.-No. 15149221031
1-strip, lively, matt-lacquered, brushed, bevelled edges

CATANIA Ash – Art.-No. 15149221075
1-strip, distinctive, brushed, coffee lacquered

BRETAGNE Oak – Art.-No. 15149221033
1-strip, lively, UV-oiled, bevelled edges 

VENETIA Oak – Art.-No. 15149221153
1-strip, distinctive, oxi oiled, brushed, bevelled edges

YORKSHIRE Oak – Art.-No. 15149221024
1-strip, distinctive, oxi white oiled, bevelled edges

TRENTINO Oak – Art.-No. 15149221073
1-strip, vintage, oxi white oiled, brushed, bevelled edges 

Wood is a natural product which can include differences in colour or structure. Open joints can occur as well, depending on  
room conditions. This does not constitute a reason to return the product. Light conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.



VENETIA Oak 
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TALLIN Oak
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moderna® exquisit
 STYLISH 

 TIMELESS BEAUTY 

 TOP QUALITY 

Fine wood in one piece! Those who love wood and appreciate  

real quality will be enthusiastic about the single plank, country 

house style moderna® exquisit flooring. With visible knots and 

subtle differences in colouring, it expresses and emphasizes the 

natural wood appearance. In every space moderna® exquisit  

creates a stylish atmosphere and can be used with both classic 

and modern furnishings. The selection of the surface creates an  

individual  accent – oiled in grey or white oiled, brushed. For a 

lighter  appearance, the edges of the boards are finely bevelled.

MODERNA® PARQUET

PRODUCT DETAILS 

Thickness:   14 mm   

Top layer:  2,5 mm real wood

Dimensions:  1092 x 130 mm

Content per package: 7 pcs. (= 0,994 m² / pack)

Guarantee:  25 years for domestic areas *

  5 years for commercial areas *

Underfloor Heating:  suitable **

Joining system:  5Gc connection

Surface optics:  1-strip

* see BHK guarantee conditions
** warm water systems
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Stylish oak woods in which the natural wood characteristics are accentuated in a 

 special way. With its unusual format and short length, moderna® exquisit works 

 especially well in small and medium-sized spaces where the character of the lively, 

distinctive assortment of country house style boards is expressed outstandingly.

 LIVELY 

 DISTINCTIVE 

MODERNA® PARQUET — EXQUISIT

OSLO Oak – Art.-No. 15183111026
1-strip, lively, oxi white oiled, brushed, bevelled edges

LONDON Oak – Art.-No. 15183111025
1-strip, distinctive, oxi oiled, brushed, bevelled edges

RIGA Oak – Art.-No. 15183111155
1-strip, distinctive, oxi walnut oiled, brushed, bevelled edges

Wood is a natural product which can include differences in colour or structure. Open joints can occur as well, depending on  
room conditions. This does not constitute a reason to return the product. Light conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.

TALLINN Oak – Art.-No. 15150111204
1-strip, distinctive, matt-lacquered cream, brushed, bevelled edges

LIMERICK Oak – Art.-No. 15183111205
1-strip, distinctive, matt-lacquered grey, brushed, bevelled edges

KIEW Oak – Art.-No. 15150111029
1-strip, distinctive, lacquered, brushed, bevelled edges

 NEW  NEW  NEW 



OSLO Oak



NORMANDIA Ash
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moderna® premium
 HARMONIOUS 

 SOLID 

 LONG-LASTING 

Ready! Steady! Go! moderna® premium is a pre-finished parquet 

in 3-strip optics for a highly lively effect. This flooring is for people 

who like to express their individual style and bring it to life in their 

interior spaces. They recognize and set trends within their own 

four walls. With moderna® premium, you have 4 different design 

versions at their disposal. The range of wood species reaches from 

classic Oak and Beech to trendy Ash – each is accented by  

the individual treatment and processing of the wood. And because   

parquet has more lives than one, the surface can always be 

 refurbished based on trends and taste.

MODERNA® PARQUET

PRODUCT DETAILS 

Thickness: 14 mm

Top layer:  3,2 mm real wood

Dimensions:  2200 x 207 mm

Content per package:  7 pcs. (= 3,188 m² / pack)

Guarantee:  25 years for domestic areas *

         5 years for commercial areas *

Underfloor Heating:  suitable **

Joining system:  5Gc connection

Surface optics:  3-strip

* see BHK guarantee conditions
* * warm water systems
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x 7000
revolutions

Umdrehungen

x 7000
revolutions

Umdrehungen

x 7000
revolutions

Umdrehungen

PARQUET 

3-strip flooring

With its interesting play of colours and lively design, a 3-strip wood 

floor can be used with a wide variety of interior design styles.

MODERNA® PARQUET — PREMIUM

KENT Ash – Art.-No. 15148221022
3-strip, lively, professional lacquer 

NORMANDIA Ash – Art.-No. 15148221041
3-strip, lively, brushed, coffee lacquered 

TEXAS Oak – Art.-No. 15148221021
3-strip, lively, professional lacquer 

EMSLAND Beech – Art.-No. 15148221020
3-strip, lively, professional lacquer 

Wood is a natural product which can include differences in colour or structure. Open joints can occur as well, depending on  
room conditions. This does not constitute a reason to return the product. Light conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.



KENT Oak



PARIS Beech
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moderna® comfort
 ECOLOGICAL 

 FUNCTIONAL 

 CLASSIC 

Because classic is simply impressive! moderna® comfort, with 

all of the functional advantages and great appearance of parquet 

flooring, is just irresistible. Not to mention its attractive price. The 

3-strip pre-finished flooring, is an icon of classic and elegant style. 

Its distinctive patterns lend a natural liveliness to every room, while 

emphasizing the individuality of the furnishings. Oak, Ash or Beech? 

All three types are sealed with a UV hardened acrylic varnish for 

additional protection from scratches and cracks. The varnish is not 

only functional: it contributes to appearance as well. It accentuates 

the natural character of the wood floor, lending it a softness and 

warmth.

HELSINKI Ash – Art.-No. 15147111018
3-strip, lively, white matt-lacquered 

PARIS Beech – Art.-No. 15147111019
3-strip, lively, lacquered 

PRAG Oak – Art.-No. 15147111017
3-strip, lively, lacquered 

MODERNA® PARQUET

PRODUCT DETAILS 

Thickness:   10 mm

Top layer:  2,5 mm real wood

Dimensions:  1092 x 207 mm

Content per package:  9 pcs. (= 2,034 m² / pack)

Guarantee:  5 years for domestic areas *

Underfloor Heating:  suitable **

Joining system:  clic2tap connection

Surface optics:  3-strip

* see BHK guarantee conditions 
** warm water systems

Wood is a natural product which can include differences in colour or structure. Open joints can occur as well, depending on  
room conditions. This does not constitute a reason to return the product. Light conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.
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CATANIA Ash

ACCESSORIES

Simply 
    harmonious
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Our extensive range of accessories provides 

you with many options for improving the beau

ty  of your flooring and to ensure that you will 

be able to enjoy it for a long time. High quality 

skirtings give your spaces a desired, harmonious 

overall appearance or creates individual  design 

 accents. The practical profiles allow you to 

master even the most difficult transitions  quickly 

and easily. See? We’ve thought of everything, 

and especially of you!

Skirting boards and more

The profiled, wooden skirting boards cover the expansion joints between the flooring and 

the walls. Our parquet skirting boards PL40 and PL60 are offered in matching wood colours 

so that there is a skirting board for every wood floor. Please use our parquet clips to attach 

them.

PL 40parquet skirting clip PL 60

ACCESSORIES
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The aluminium profiles are available in lengths of 900 mm and 

2700 mm with surfaces in gold, silver or titanium.

Ecological subfloor made of wood fibre 4 mm
(Size: 590 x 790 mm / Content of package: 
10,25 m²)

Perforated PE-Foam 1,8 mm for improved 
thermal resistance (Rolle à 12,5 m²)

2 mm – The sophisticated one for  
ideal sound and drum sound insulation  
(Rolle à 12,5 m²)

Alu-coated PET tape, vapour tight, for taping 
seams of underlay (0,5 m x 50 m)

moderna® Thermofloor moderna® Premiumfloor moderna® Alu-tapemoderna® Sound Protection

1 x (+ 5 mm) Lift up Block 2 x (+ 10 mm)

moderna® accessories

ACCESSORIES

Profiles and Plug-in-Profiles

Screw-in End Profile 
6,5 – 16 mm (26 mm with Lift up Block)

Stair edge profile PF 320
For Laminate and Parquet floors, Aluminium 
anodized 7 – 16 mm

Screw-in Transition Profile 
with compensating till 5 mm at the same 
level 7 – 17 mm (27 mm with Lift up Block) 
at a different level 3 – 22 mm (32 mm with 
Lift up Block)

Screw-in Adapter Profile
6,5 – 16 mm (26 mm with Lift up Block)
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Would you like to renovate your home? Or install new parquet, vinyl 

or laminate flooring? Or redesign your ceiling or create a modern 

design accent for your walls with panels? Plan and visualize your 

new living space with the moderna® Online room designer.

IT’S THIS EASY:

—   Visit www.moderna.de/raumgestalter

—   Select the respective room situation from the photo gallery

—   Click on the desired flooring and/or panelling

—   Play with the effects of various types of wood, wood grains 

and colours on the floor, walls and ceiling and recombine them 

as often as you like

Use the Online room designer to discover the many sides of the 

modern product range and become your own room designer

Online room designer 

ONLINE ROOM DESIGNER



BHK Holz- u. Kunststoff KG H. Kottmann     
Heidfeld 5 · D-33142 Büren

Fon: +49 (0) 29 51 / 60 04 - 0      
Fax: +49 (0) 2 29 51 / 54 99

Internet: www.bhk.de      
E-Mail:   info@bhk.de

because I love my home.

moderna laminate
moderna soleon
moderna vinyl
moderna parquet
moderna stairs
moderna wall & ceiling
moderna accessories
www.moderna.de1/2018 Subject to modifications and amendments. Colour deviations are possible for printing reasons.

TEXAS Oak


